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About This Game

The Detail, a crime noir adventure in a modern American city.

Controlling the actions of a bitter veteran detective investigating a brutal gangland murder and a reformed criminal trying to
protect his family, the player is forced to make tough choices and deal with the resulting consequences of those moral

dilemmas. The gameplay focuses on branching narrative mixed with interactive comics, and is completed by a professional
audio track.

The Detail combines the emotional impact of Telltale Games' The Walking Dead with the themes of a realistic crime drama like
HBO's The Wire, delivered with our own unique visual style inspired heavily by graphic novels. This is city where cases matter,

clearance rates matter, and on a good day even justice matters.

The season begins with: Episode 1 – Where the Dead Lie

Features

 Character-driven experience with multiple playable characters

 Branching storyline influenced by the player's choices

 Mature themes for mature players
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 Ethical and moral challenges

 Point n' click gameplay, with a modern mix of adventure game & interactive comic

Now including The Detail Episode 1: Artbook and Official Soundtrack.
They are placed in your THE DETAIL folder in the Steam Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\The Detail\
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Title: The Detail
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rival Games Ltd
Publisher:
Rival Games Ltd
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2014
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this game is great, I played job simulator and albeit the few issues it had it was still great, the devs took everything wrong about
job simulator and made it great, really outdid themselves here, if you have a VR buy this game. game literraly have bug when in
fullscreen mode.if i want to overwrite save and exit the game i have to make it to window mode in order to exit.
\u6545\u4e8b\u9084\u4e0d\u932f\uff0c\u4f46\u904a\u6232\u6709bug\u3002\u6211\u4e0d\u80fd
overwrite\u6211\u7684save\u5982\u679c\u6211\u7528Fullscreen
mode.\u9023\u9000\u51fa\u904a\u6232\u548c\u5b58\u7576\u90fd\u8981window mode
\u624d\u53ef\u898b\u6548\u3002\u8acb\u4fee\u6539\u4f60\u7684\u904a\u6232\u8edf\u5065.
\u4fee\u6539\u5f8c\u6211\u5728\u5beb\u500b\u597d\u8a55\u3002\u4f46\u73fe\u5728\u6211\u53ea\u80fd\u7d66\u500bThu
mb down\u4e86\u3002. A time passing puzzle game.. Must say not worth the price...
But damn i so love Trish(Gloria) in this outfit :(...
She must be commando right??? no underwear to be seen anywhere. As in so many RTS the map in iubes:2 is one of the
dictating win or loss scenarios & as in so many RTS there are no options for the player to define the map. The map is being
generated randomly & combined with the not mirrored placement of opponents it makes the winner & the loser right from the
start. Add then to the clunky camera navigation the absence of an overview in the sometimes extremely confining tube like
maps on top of the absence of any overview of buildings built & destroyed & you have a recipe for quit rage sessions.

There are two modi, PvAi & PvP, which means player versus a recorded win of a previous player of that particular map.
Currently in game there is a poll to vote to extent the MP to an actual realtime PvP.
I think, i like the stark limitations of the buildings & therefore combat. The MP is riddled as always with the usual sessions
against players with just one goal, to end the game as soon as possible, which dictates then the record speed to build. At least if a
player wishes for a more relaxed gameplay there is still the option to play against Ai on easy settings, those could be improved
though.

Do i recommend the game ? It's an ok game.
A big plus for me is it's indeed playable with a wacom pen !
So far i didn't encounter any bugs or glitches aside of the clunky camera movements in claustrophobic coffin like tube maps.

The game has some positive aspects, one of them is the reduced look & combat options, yes, reduced combat options, which
would make for quick short sessions if the game would be improved in the before mentioned areas :

1. for the random map generation, options for the player to define
- extent\/size of the map
- amount of ressources (trees, gold)
- height of land (flat or hilly)
- land\/water ratio
- scattered\/mass of land amount
2. option to save the prefered map definitions, 3 slots maybe

3. mirrored \/ not mirrored map option, but i think to make the MP fair, it should be played exclusively in mirrored maps
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4. map overview (top-down small map) incl both opponents
5. at least a list of what was already built

6. because of the nausea inducing movement, an option to have a standing still map view in the main menu

Would those changes & additions be enough to make the game more enjoyable for me ? I don't know, there are other problems i
didn't mention because those are greatly overshadowed by the mentioned, but those changes would make a positive difference,
at least for me.

Currently mildly recommendable at a lower price.. This game is awful. Level design is horrendous and filled with many bugs. I
often find myself not knowing where to go as the levels this time around are hugeee. Sometimes I wander around aimlessly, only
to stand at a specific point to trigger the next wave of enemies. Another thing that irritates me is how everything seems to be
randomly put together. The enemies in the levels from the original and Overdose fit well with the environment, however in this
one they do not. Avoid like the plague.. Interesting and silly so far, a nice goofy twist on Otome games character-wise. Play style
it reminds me of Dandelion slightly because you can stat your character up in different ways and reduce stress, though with
Cliche I'm not sure what the stats do yet as I'm only 20 out of 100 Days in. Not too much has happened yet but I"m entertained.

So far I'd give it a 7\/10 for creativity.
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Not working. I got the collector's edition and this DLC works for 1 day then became locked. I have "Verified Game Files"
through the properties options to no avail. the DLC box shows that it is installed... I try to select the character and it shows me a
"purchase option" already have, so ... fix?. This is one of those games that we dont really know what to advise, in the game
market, its problably the best way to give you a feeling of what moto racing really is, but amateurs will have hard time to adapt
to how physics work, still doesnt make you ready to pick up 900cc or 1000cc and got to the track in real life, but there are a few
things that work like in real life, like wich brake to use when you are in middle of turn with wrong trajectory and you need to
correct it without falling or acceleration\/deccelaration in turns and stuff like that.

The Pit part is one of the most interesting parts for me, mess with your motocycle and then go try it to put it the best way
possible to adapt to your driving and win races.
Make no mistake, you will need some time to get used to, and if you have that pacience, maybe you actually make your money
worth while, but if you dont, stay way from this type of game, motoclycle physics work very diferent from cars, so dont expect
to start playing\/ridding and win races right from the start, just dont.

This is compact version of MotoGP 14 without the career mode or story, you have time attack, grand prix and championship,
you also have online multiplayer and its cheaper that normal version of MotoGP 14.. Very fun game although i completed in
around 15 mins :/

7/10

-could be longer. Uh, wow. This is less than half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I could have used that $0.20
for something good like a ketchup packet or something.. You like spoops? The exchange rate of spoops to dollars is 1 spoop per
5 dollars. So you get like 2/3 of a spoop. Good almost spoop. well hello everyone i made a review of the game(didnt know the
release would be so soon afterwards) so anyone who's on the fence of buying the game this is a simple turn based gmae but far
from simple in difficulty and enjoyment hopefully the video is helpful

https:\/\/youtu.be\/5o9Buxu_sGI. This game is really a lot of fun, especially when you crank the graphics up. It allows you to
enable/disable features that change the difficulty of the game, so you can pick it up a lot quicker. I ended up playing it (and
enjoying the heck out of it) with a keyboard, but I think a joystick would make it that much more immersive. Definitely worth
the price, and certainly better than that crap HAWX 2.. As far as free-to-play with pay-to-be-better games go this one is great. I
havent spent a cent and play as the sniper (one of 2 free classes, the other is a weak scout) and never face anyone TOO good.
Other players might have slightly better gear but I earned all the best guns and armour you can without paying in about 2 hours
only playing one class. Now im slightly better off stat wise than most sniper classes I see.. I've got this trash as part of bundle so
i'm completely unbiased.
All i can say is that steam needs a quality control.

PS. The game dumps achievements all at once when you quit the game. This will be a reason to ban you on astats :). review
changed)
Now this game makes fun.
Whats new?

+Training area, you can test every weapon(Grenades too) or do a fight simulation(thats cool)
+New Weapons(Sniperifle,MG,dual pistols etc.)
+is really funny to fight against aliens but very important aliens => 1hit and you die but is possible to survive(you have a
trainings area to testing it)
+no back teleporting

- no back teleporting but you move back if you in front of a table and this automatic, but this make me uncomfortable(and
headache :/ ) and is difficult to grab objects from a table lol.

[Important]:But I wish a Melee weapon like a sword or what ever, because if you have no ammunation or weapon overhead you
can switch to your sword and and dont die so fast.
aiming with the Sniper-rifle is very difficult but I hope this changed in the future.
And the Ailiens runs to fast maybe a difficult option (ingame) is better for a newbie :)
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Very Important this game is ALPHA and for a Alpha is this really good.
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